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Abstract
WCstudy the complexity of proving unsatisfiability for randomk-CNP formulas with clause density A = m/n where
111is number of clauses and n is the number of variables.
We prove the first nontrivial general upper bound, giving
algorithmo
that, in particular, for k = 3 produce refutations
almost certainly in time 20t”iA). This is polynomial when
m z n2/ logn.
We ohow that our upper bounds are tight for certain
natural classesof Davis-Putnamalgorithms. We show further that random 3-C!W formulas of clause density A almost certainly have no resolution refutation of size smaller
than 2ntnlA4t”), which implies the samelower bound on any
Davis-Putnamalgorithm. We also give a much simpler argumentbasedon a novel form of self-reductionthat yields a
slightly weaker2*t”lA5te) lower bound.

1 Introduction
The random GCNF model has beenwidely studied for several good reasons.First, it is an intrinsically natural model,
analogousto the random graph model, that shedslight on
fundamental structural properties of the satisfiability problem. Second,for appropriatechoiceof parameters,randomly
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chosen formulas are empirically difficult for satisfiability,
and are a commonly usedbenchmarkfor testing satisfiability algorithms. (See,for example,the encyclopedicsurvey of
the SATproblemin [GPFW97].) Lastly, the randommodel is
important for proving lower bounds for propositional proof
systems. Lower bounds for random IKNF formulas attest
to the fact that the proof systemin questionis ineffective on
average.
A fundamental conjecture about the random k-CNF
formula model, (see [CSSS,BFU93, CF90, CR92, FS96,
KKK96J) says that there is a constant q, the sutisfiability
threshold,such that a randomk-CM formula of clausedensity A is almost certain!y satisfiable for A < ck (as n gets
large), and almost certainly unsatisfiableif if A > ck. There
is considerableempirical and analytic evidencefor this. Recently Friedgut [Fri] showedthat for eachn thereis a threshold Q(n) with the aboveproperty,but he doesnot rule out the
possibility that c&r) varieswith n. It is known that c2 = 1 is
independentof n [CR92, Goe96],and that for eachk CR(n)is
boundedbetweentwo constantsbk and dk that are independent of n, e.g., and 3.003 < a(n) < 4.598 fFS96,KKK96].
The threshold indicates three distinct ranges of clause
density for investigating complexity. For A at the threshold,
an effective algorithm must be able to distinguish between
unsatisfiableand satisfiableinstances. Below the threshold,
a randomformula is almostcertainly satisfiableandthe problem of interest is to find a satisfying assignmentqui&!y.
Above the threshold,the formula is almostcertainly unsatisfiable and we havethe hvo closely related questions(i) what
is the typical size of the smallestunsatisfiability proof? and
(ii) how quickly can an algorithm find a proof?
Our attention here is restricted to the class of algorithms commonly known as Davis-Putnamprocedures,and
on unsatisfiabihty proofs using genera!resohtion. A DavisPutnamprocedure,run on an unsatisfiableformula, produces
a resolutionproof for F. Therefore,the minimum sizeres(F)
of a resolution proof for F, is a lower bound on the running
time of any Davis-Putnamprocedureon F, and, conversely,
an upper bound on the running time of someDavis-Putnam
algorithm on F provides an upper bound on res(F).

Several empirical studies of Davis-Putnam procedures
on random 3-CNF formulas have been done, e.g., by Selman, Mitchell, and Levesque [SML96] and Crawford and
Auton [CA96]. The former applies a simple Davis-Putnam
procedureto random 3-CNF formulas for various values of
the clause density A. The curves in [SML96, CA961 show
very Iow complexity for A below the threshold,a precipitous
increasein complexity at the threshold,and a speedydecline
to low complexity abovethe threshold.
Much has been made of the analogy with statistical
physics [KS94], and there has been a suggestionthat the
computational complexity at the threshold is evidenceof a
critical phenomenonin complex systemsand basedon underlying chaospresentonly near the threshold. The empirical observationthat satisfiability is easy below threshold is
supportedby analytical work. The proofs of the aforementioned lower boundson Ck were obtainedby showing that an
appropriate version of the Davis-Putnam algorithm almost
certainly finds a satisfying assignmentin linear time, provided that A is below somespecifiedconstant.
The case of A above threshold is less well understood
and is the focus of the present paper. In this case, there
seemto be no previously known non-trivial upper boundson
the running time of algorithms on random instances.There
are Iower bounds, which are provided by Iower bounds on
res(F). In a seminalpaperwhich providesmuch of the inspiration for our work, Chvatal and Szemerbdi[CSSS]showed
that for any fixed A above the threshold there is a constant
&j > 0 suchthat reS(F) 2 2XAnalmostCertainly if F iS a random XI-CNFformula of clausedensity A. On the other hand,
Fu lFu95] showedthat res(F) is almostcertainly polynomial
in n for A = Q(nk-*). Theseresults, and the empirical work
discussedabove,raise the questionof understandingthe typical behavior of res(F) for random formulas F as a function of A. The lower bound in [CSSS]aspresenteddoesnot
give bounds on the dependenceof KA on A, but rough estimates show that for 3-CNF formulas the bound decreases
as l/A *CA’). This implies that the lower bound declines
extremely quickly and becomestrivial at very small nonconstantclause densities, even density O(log’/4n), leaving
a huge gap betweenthe upper and lower bounds. Fu [Fu95]
extendedthe lower bounds to higher A in the casek 2 5,
and Beameand Pitassi [BP961improved the boundsfurther.
In particular, for random 3-CNF they gavean almostcertain
~(2J;;l;\~/~+”
) lower bound on res(F), which gives a nontrivial lower bound for clausedensity A = O(ntl(5f2E)). The
transition between the bounds of [CSSS]and thesebounds
as A increasesis very abrupt, leaving open the possibility
that res(F) drops off precipitously asA increasesbeyondthe
threshold.
In this paper, we give the first asymptotic analysis of
res(F) for random k-CNF formulas as a function of A for
A abovethe threshold. We prove upper and lower bound results showing that KAdecaysas a fixed power of A, showing
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that thereis not an isolatedpoint of complexity at the threshold, but rather a slow and gradual decline in complexity asA
increases.
In section 3, we give the first non-trivial general upper
bound for random k-CNF formulas by showing that a very
simple Davis-Putnam-likeprocedureachievesa 20(“lA”“-“)
running time almost certainly, which implies the sameupper bound on res(F). In particular, this is polynomial when
A = Q((n/ logn)k-2), which is a slight improvementon Fu’s
result. The basic idea we use is to leveragethe unsatisfiability properties of the well-understood 2-CNF formulas, We
extend the analysis to show that similar upper bounds hold
for the extremely simple algorithm usedin [Sh/IL96].
In section4, we provelower boundson the size of DavisPutnamproofs for 3-CNF formulas. For the particular algorithm used by [SML96] we essentially match the upper
bound of section 3 for all values of A. For large A, of size
Q(n3/*logEn), we prove, more generally,that a similar lower
bound holds for any Davis-Putnam procedure whose splitting rule is independentof the particular formula. A key part
of the analysis is to bound the number of unit clausesthat
can be generatedin any Davis-Putnamprocedure.
In section 5, we prove more general, but weaker,lower
boundson res(F) for random kC!NF formulas; theselower
boundsthus apply to the running time of any Davis-Putnam
procedure. We show that res(F) = 2”(nlA4tE) almost certainIy for a random 3-CNF formula with clause density A.
This uniformly subsumesand improves all previous lower
boundsfor suchformulas. We first give a simple argumentof
a slightly weakerboundof 2”(“@+‘) via a novel form of random self-reduction. This proof follows the structure of the
the lower bound proof from [BP96], but replacesrandomrestrictions by a techniquecalled random augmentation,where
we add randomly chosenclausesto the formula. This technique may be of independentinterest. The strongerbound of
2a(n/A4t’)is obtainedby extending [BP961in anotherdirection, and is considerablymore complicated. As this article
was going to press,we learnedof a recent result of Ben Sasson and Wigderson which, by a simple modification of an
algorithm in [CEI96, BP961for constructing proofs, leadsto
a simple proof of the latter bound.
For the purposesof this abstract,we concentrateon the
most interesting casefor our results, namely that of random
3-CIW formulas,
2 Preliminaries
For the purpose of generatingtest formulas, the most natural model of a random k-CNF formula on II variables with
clausedensity A is to choosem = An clausesindependently
with replacement.This distribution, which we denote %?,
is the one analyzed in [CSSS]. Another model, which is
used in [Fri], is to choose to include each of the possible

clauses independently with probability p = m/(;t)2k; call
this !Fkl”(p). An easy argument shows that when considering properties that are monotone (or anti-monotone)with
respectto sets of clauses,the almost certain properties under both distributions are the sameup to a change from m
to 111
f o(m). This is just a natural extension of the similar
(and mom precise)equivalencesfor the randomgraphmodel
us shown for example in [AV79]. We generally assumethe
distribution !&” but will sometimesswitch to the @‘Q)
distribution to simplify analysis. Also, when k = 3 we typically omit the superscriptk.
In general, WCwrite F N !F to meanF is a random formula selectedaccording to distribution JF.
WCmakefrequent useof two well-known tail boundsfor
the binomial distribution (see [ASE92], Appendix A). If Y
is a random variable distributed according to the binomial
distribution B(n,p) then
Pr[Y < np/4]

5

Pr[Y > Cnp] I

2+p)/2

(1)

($c”p

Following usual parlancewe call partial assignmentsto variables restrictions and apply them in the usual way, writing
F [,-,for the result of applying p to F. We often wish to refer
to the underlying set of litcrals set to true by a restriction p
or containedin someclauseC. We will abusenotation and
write p or C for these sets of literals, respectively. We use
v(p), v(C) to refer to the set of variablesthat underly p, Crenpectiveiyand extend this in a natural way to setsof clauses.
A resolution refutation of a k-CNF formula F is a se
qucnccof clauses,where eachclauseis either a clausefrom
F, or follows from two previous clausesby the resolution
(cut) rule - from A V x and B V lx, derive cut,(A V x, B V
TX) =AVB- andthe final clauseis the empty (false)clause,
A, The sizeof a resolution refutation is the numberof clauses
in the proof, Each resolution refutation can be thought of
as a natural directed acyclic graph whosenodesare labelled
by the clauses,with each source node labeiied by an input
clause,with eachnon-sourcenodeof in-degree2 labelled by
the resolventof its predecessors,and with a single sink node
labeiied by A,
The most widely usedsatisfiability algorithms are commonly called Davis-Putnam procedures,but, in fact, these
proceduresare derived from a systemdevisedby Davis, Logcmannand Loveland [DLL621 and so we will refer to them
asDLL procedures.A DLL procedureis a form of recursive
searchfor a satisfying assignmentwhich on input F operatesas follows: If F contains the empty clauseA, it terminatesreporting failure. Otherwise,a variablex is chosenand
the procedureis applied recursively to F rXt-eand F rx+l. In
choosingx, we alwayschoosea variablethat appearsin some
unit ciausc (clauseof size 1) of F if one exists.
The recursive calls of the DLL procedurenaturally induce a binary tree, eachof whose internal nodesis labelled

by a variable, with the out-edgesof a node labelled by the
2 possible assignmentsto its associatedvariable. Each path
in the tree correspondsto a partial assignment(restriction)
and, if F is unsatisfiable,eachleaf is labelled by a clauseof
F that becomesan empty clauseunder the restriction correspondingto the path to the leaf. This execution tree is a DLL
refutation of F andits size is the numberof recursivecalls of
the procedureon F.
It is not hard to show that the DLL refutation tree can be
convertedinto a resolution proof of F of no larger size by
working upwards from the clauseslabelling the leavesand
replacing eachnodelabelled x by a cut on X.
If a node in a DLL tree is labelled by a variable x chosen becauseof a unit clause C then one child will falsify
C so we can immediately proceed with the other recursive
call. This is called unit pmpagution. When no unit clauses
arepresenttheremay be different strategiesfor choosingthe
next variable to branch upon. Much of the work on DLL algorithms has beenon refining the heuristics, called splitting
rules, for making this choice. Usually there are trade-offs
betweenthe size of the proof produced and the time spent
making this decision. One extremely simple splitting role is
the ordered DLL. procedure [Mit95], used in the empirical
studies of [SML96], where one begins with a fixed variable
ordering and always choosesthe next unset variable in that
ordering.
3 Upper Bounds
In this section we show that two different algorithms, when
run on 3-CNF formulasselectedfrom F$ produceresolution
refutations of size 2°(n2/mlwith high probability. Both algorithms work with respectto a fixed ordering,x1,x2,. . . ,x, of
the variables. One is ordered DLL, the other, called Algorithm A, is more complicated but simpler to analyze. The
analysisgeneralizesto k-CT-IFformulas.
Algorithm A. Let t = Sn2/m. If t > n/10 then run ordered DLL. If t 5 n/10, run ordered DLL recursively until
xl,. . . ,g areall assignedvalues.Let p denotethe assignment
along the current path, and C2(F,p) denotethe set of clauses
of size 2 in Frp. Run the (polynomial-time) algorithm for
ZSAT with input Cz(F,p). The algorithm succeeds(finds
a resolution refutation of F) if Cz(F,p) is unsatisfiablefor
eachp.
To analyzeAlgorithm A we need:
Lem,ma 1: Let F be a random 2-CNF formula chosenfrom

552. Then the probability that F is satisfiableis o(2-“ig).
Proof Observethat the expectednumber of satisfying as-

signmentsfor a 2-CNF formula with m’ clausesand n’ variables is 2”1(3/4)“1 which is 0(2-d/9) for m’ > 2.67Sn’.
(This bound can be reducedbelow 2 by using the techniques
of [KKK96].) Cl
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Theorem 2: Let A be at least the threshold c&z) and m =
An. If F N J?$,then, with probability 1 - o( 1) in n, Algorithm A producesa resolution refutation in time 2°(n2/“‘)n0(1).
Proof Algorithm A clearly runs in time 2°t”2/m)n0(1).Let
t = Sn2/m and assumewithout loss of generality that t <
n/10. To see that Algorithm A almost certainly yields a
refutation of F, we show that almost certainly, for all assignmentsp to (51, . . . J’}, Cz(F,p) is unsatisfiable. (Other
variablesmay be set by unit propagationbut this only would
improve the situation.)

So to upper bound the probability that [Cl] C 3n’/2 it
suffices to upper bound the probability that there is a set S
with n’/4 5 IS] <_7n’/4 which is bud in the sensethat there
is no edge from S to S. Fix S of size s, with n’/4 s s <:
7n’/4. The probability that a randomly chosen 3 clause C,
when restricted by p gives an edge from f to S is at least
s(n’-sI)t/S (3 2 Pt/n, for someconstant p > 0. Hence
the probability that none of the nr clausesof F gives such an
edgeis at most (1 - Pt/n)” 5 e-Pfnrl’l 5 c-@” < 2-3’i for c
chosengreaterthan 3p. There are at most 22t” such setsS, so
the probability that there is a bad set S of size betweenn’/4
and 7n’/4 is at most 2~“. 0

Fix p and consider the size of Cz(F,p) for random F.
This size is a binomial random variable B(m,q) where q is
equal to the probability, for a random 3-clauseC, that C[, is
a 2-clause:
Pr[C[,, is a Zclause]
= 1/2Pr[]v(p)nv(C)I
=

=2

= l]

i-(z-Pr[]v(p)nv(C)]
-.1 (3t
-n

> 11)

Theorem 4: Let A be at least the threshold C.&r) and nt =
An. If F N !$W,then orderedDLL will produce a resolution
refutation for F in time 2°(“&0(‘)
with probability 1- u( 1)
in n.

3wN;~+G))>t,n
(3

of size at least 3n’/2. Let Cr ,C2,. . . , C, be the strongly connectedcomponentsordered so that all edgesbetweencomponentsgo from lower to higher numberedcomponents,nnd
consider the first j such that ]Ct U . , . U Ci] 1 n’/4. We will
show that the probability that ]Cj] < 3n’/2 is at most 2-“. If
ICjl C 3n’/2 then the set S = Ct U . . . U Cj satisfiesn’/4 C:
IS] < 7n’/4 and thereis no edgefrom 3 to S.

-

using (l), it follows that Pr[]C2(F,p)] 5 2n] _< 2-l”. By
Lemma 1 and the fact that the clauses in G(F,p) are
distributed uniformly at random on the remaining n’ =
n - d variables, Pr[Q(F, p) is satisfiable] ]C2(F,p)] > 2n] is
0(2-“‘i9). Since there are 2’ choices for p, the total failure
probability is 2’ . (0(2-(“-‘)/~) + 2-“), which is o(I) since
(n-$)/9>tfort
5n/lO. q
Next we consider ordered DLL. At a point in the execution of DLL, say that a variable is critical if setting that
variable either to 0 or 1 and then applying unit propagation
createsthe empty clause. Thus, if the splitting rule chooses
that variable the current branchwill terminatesimply by unit
propagation.
A point in the execution of DLL correspondsto somerestriction p. We give a sufficient condition for a variable to
be critical in terms of the set Cz(F,p) of induced 2-clauses
on the remaining set of n’ variables. Define the standarddirectedgraph G(F, p) on 2n’ vertices,one for eachliteral, that
hasdirected edges(YX,~), and (Y~,x) correspondingto each
2-clause (xVp) in Cz(F,p). It is easyto seethat a sufficient
condition for the variables’ to be critical is that there be directedpathsfrom xi to 1.~’and from lx’ to .r’, i.e., that xi and
~.vjlie in the samestrongly connectedcomponent.

Proof Without loss of generality we may assumethat “11
4cn where c is tbe constant of the previous lemma and let
t = cn2/m, so that t < n/4.
Fix a restriction p of the first t variables. We claim that
the probability that there is a branch of the DLL tree consistent with p that is still active (not terminated) after the first
4t variables are set and the resulting unit propagations are
processedis at most 2-2r. Since there are 2’ choices for p,
this will imply that with probability I- 2-*, every branchof
orderedDLL is completedafter at most the first 4r variables
are fixed and all resulting unit propagntionsare done, and so
the tree has at most n2” nodes (including nodes from unit
propagation).
To prove the claim, condition on the size r of the set of
critical variables for Frp. By lemma 3, the probability thnt
r < n’/2 is at most 2~” 2 2-j’, so we assumer 2 d/2. The
set of critical variables is equally likely to be any r-subset
of the n’ = n - t unset variables, and so the probability that
none of the next 3f variables in order are critical is at most
(“‘;L) / (n:) < (1 - 3t/n’)’ 5 eB3’j2. Hence the probability
that somebranch consistentwith p is unfinished after king
the next 3t variablesis at most 2’“’ f eW3’i25 2-a. Cl

Lemma 3: There exists a constantc suchthat if F N ?,, and
p is a fised restriction oft variables with n/2 1 t 2 cn2/m,
then with probability at least 1 - 2-“, for at least half of the
11’= n - t variablesXi of C2(F, p), Xi and 7x’ belong to the
samestrongly connectedcomponentof G(F, p).

4 Davis-Putnam lower bounds
In this section, we obtain lower bounds for certain natural
classesof Davis-Putnam procedures. These lower bounds
nearly matchthe upperboundsprovenin the previoussection
and also provide a fairly precise analytical characterization
of the behavior of the empirical results in [SML96].

Proof Clearly, it suffices to show that with probability at
least 1 - 2-“, G(F, p) has a strongly connectedcomponent
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Tbcorcm 5: For F N !Jj$ with probability 1 -o(l), the size
of the refutation producedby orderedDLL is 2*(“‘/“).

ating at least w unit clauses,then F can be describedvery
succinctly. Thus, the total number of bad F’s must be small.

Proof Fix t < $$ andlet S be the first t variableswith respect
to the given ordering. If p is an assignmentto S suchthat Fr,,
hasno A clauseor unit clausesthen the DLL tree for F will
have a unique node correspondingto p. We will show that
with probability 1 - o( 1) (as a function of t), F N r has
the property that for at least 2’i2 of the 2’ assignmentsto p,
that F[a has no A clause or unit clauses. This implies that
the DLL tree hassize at least2’12,proving the theorem.

We view an arbitrary formula F w 3;f: as an ordered
sequenceof m clauses. Thus F is uniformly chosen from
@(;)I” Possr‘bl e f ormulas. Supposethere is a partial truth
assignmentp of size f that generatesat least w unit clauses
with respectto F. To encodeF, we first encodep, the clauses
of F that generatethesew unit clauses,as well as their positions in F, and show that the number of such encodings
is significantly smaller than (8 (!$)“; the remaining m - w
clausesare encodedasbefore so we ignore them in calculating the savings.

Let cP denote the set of maximal size subclausesof F
of oize two or three that are containedwithin S, and let I($,1
denote the number of such clauses. The expectedvalue of
jC$( is mt2/tt2
< t/4 by our bound on r. Call F good if (1)
ICj?l4 t/2 and(2) C$is satisfiable.The probability of (1) is
1- o( 1) by tail boundson the binomial distribution. Assuming (1) holds, C$ consists of a collection of 5 t/2 run&m
clausesof size two or three on set S of size t. Therefore the
probability of (2) given (1) also goesto 1 becausea random
2-CNF formula with (1 - &)t variables on a set of size t is
satisfiable almost certainly [Goe96, CR92]. (The fact that
therearc some3-clausesas well as 2-clausesonly makesCi
easierto satisfy.) Thus, F is good with probability 1 - o( 1).
Since there is a satisfying assignmentfor C$, there must be
a partial truth assignmentsetting at most t/2 variables that
also satisfiesC’$ For each of the at least 2’j2 assignments
p obtained by extending this partial truth assignmentto all
the variables of S, Fr,, will not contain any unit clausesor
zero clauses(since all clausesin Cj$have been satisfiedby

PI* 0

IA Yl , . . . ,yr be the literals set to true by p in order of
increasing variable indices. Define yI+r , . . . ,Y~+~to be the
literals appearingin the w unit clausesin the order they were
generated(when severalwere generatedby a single assignment, break ties arbitrarily). There are only (~)JP~‘“” possibilities for theseliterals.

Call the clausesof F that becomeunit clausesunder p,
Cl , ....C., where Ci is the clausecorrespondingto the literal
yt+i. The two remaining literals of each Ci are negationsof
literals in {yr , . . . ,yr+i-r }. Let the indices of the variables
in the two literals be denotedby ri and si, ri < ri. Since a
unit clause is generatedas soon as two literals in a clause
of F have beenfalsified, it follows from the order in which
we chosethe literals that 1 5 sr 5 ... < .r, < r-l- 1~. Thus,
the total number of choices for specifying all of the q’s is
at most c’,). In a more straightfonvard manner,the total
n!mber of choices for the ris is at most (t 9 1~)~. Finally,
thereare at most mw possiblepositions of theseclausesin F.
Thereforethe fraction of such F is at most

This lower bound is tight and we would like to extendit
to a wider class of DLL procedures.The proof showedthat
along many paths in the DLL tree, unit clausesplay no role.
To gencralizc it, we first show that, for any DLL procedure,
with probability 1 - o( 1) the number of variablesset along
any path by unit clausepropagationis at most a small multiple of the number of variablesset by splitting rules. More
precisely, let F be a 3-CNF formula and let p be a partial
truth assignmentto somet variables. Then the unit clauses
generatedby p with respectto F are the unit clausesthat we
come acrosswhen setting p in F, and then setting all of the
unit clausesthat result from this restriction, and then setting
all unit clausesresulting from this extendedrestriction, etc.,
until finally no more unit clausesare generated.
Lcmmn 6: Let t > 0 and w = max(t,log2 (r)). There exists
a constantc suchthat, for F N J$l with m < cn2/w, the probability that them exists a partia1assignmentp to t variables
such that p generatesat least w unit clauseswith respectto
F ill o(l),

($w2r+wC+F)

(f + w)wmw/(S (;))”

5 (f) (cmw/n2)‘Y

for someconstantc > 0 since NJ2 t. For w 5 n2/(3cm) this
probability is o( 1) in n since w 2 log2 (y) and is w( 1) in n.
0
We say that a DLL procedureis oblivious if its splitting
rule only dependson (1) the sequenceof literals along the
current path, and (2) the set of those clausesof F that only
involve thesevariables. It is easy to argue that, for random
formulas,the expectedsize of the refutation producedby any
oblivious DLL algorithm is the same as for ordered DLL.
However,this doesnot rule out the possibility that one such
algorithm may be better than others on most inputs. Using
Lemma6, we canproducelower boundsfor the more general
classof oblivious DLL algorithms that are almost the same
as thoseof Theorem5 for large valuesof m.
Theorem 7: For any E > 0 with probability 1 - o( 1) in n.
any oblivious DLL procedurefor a random m clause3-m
formula requires size 2ntn2/m’osn)if m > n3/210gE/2n, and
size 2WW3~og’+e4 form < n3/210gE12n.

Proof We show that if F is a bad formula-that is, a formula
cuch that there exists a partial assignmentto r variablescre-
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Proof We can define the branching depth of a node v in a

DLL refutation tree to be the number of degree2 nodeson
the path from the root of the tree to v after pruning any leaf
that could be avoidedby unit propagation.
Fix a formula F. Modify the oblivious DLL algorithm
so that it the ignores the empty clause stopping rule. Tnmcate each branch when all the unit propagationshave been
done after a node of branching depth t is reached. Observe
that we obtain a tree which contains precisely 2’ leavesof
branchingdepth t. We want to show that most of thesepaths
do not terminate early-i.e., most paths at branching depth
t have not yet set F to false. By Lemma 6 we may assume without loss of generality that F is good in that all
pathsof branching depth t are of length at most t + w where
w= max(t,logz (y)). FIX sucha path of length at mostt + w.
Qbservethat all unit clausesencounteredalong the path
have been satisfied and that all other clauseshave not been
usedin the choice of branchingdecisionsor examinedin any
other way. Therefore,other than the fact that they arenot unit
clausesat the time that the leaf is reached,we know nothing
about them. This only rules out a small number of potential clausesand we seethat the probability that the formula
is set to false by this path is at most the espectednumber
of such clausesset to false which is at most m(t + w)3/n3.
Therefore, the expected number of paths that are falsified
after t levels of bra&rings is at most 2’m(t + w)~/,,~. For
m(t + w)3/n3 5 1/ logEn, the expectednumber of pathsthat
are falsified after t levels of branching is at most 2’/log’n.
Thus by Markov’s inequality, the probability that there are
morethan 2’/2 pathsthat arefalsified after t levels of branchings is at most 2/logcn. Thus, with probability going to 1 as
n goesto infinity, the proof size is at least 2l- 2’12 = 2’12.

F N $$ res(F) 5 2”(“lm)no(‘) with probability 1 - o( 1) for
m abovethe satisfiability threshold. In this section WCprove

lower boundsof a similar form:
Theorem 8: For eachy > 0, there exists a constanta., such
that for all m 2 n, if F N Fl then with probability 1 - o(l),
res(F) > 2aP(dm)4+7.

Note that for m = o(n5/(“+u)), the bound is non-trivial,
and for m = O(n), the bound is 2Q(“). Thus it includes
the Chvatal-Szemeredibound and it uniformly improves tho
Beame-Pitassibounds.Our proof of this bound is fairly complicated, but we can obtain a somewhatweaker result (with
the 4 replacedby a 5) via a significantly simpler argument.
A key idea in our proof and that of [BP961(which originates
in [CSSS])is a result that provides a condition on a formula
F so that any resolution proof of F has at least one large
clause.We describethis in the next subsection.
5.1 Guaranteeing a Large Clause
A set of clausesis b-bounded if all clausesin the set have
at most b literals. A formula F or a resolution proof 4 is bbounded if its underlying set of clausesis b-bounded. For a
real numbercr,a setof clausesC is <r-sparse if 1Cl < ojv( C)l
where v(C) is the set of variables appearingin C. For s 2 1
and E E (0, l), the following properties are defined for formulas F:
Property A(s): Every set of r 5 s clausesof I: is
l-sparse.
PropertyZ&(S):For r satisfying s/2 < r 5 s, every
set of r clausesof F is &-sparse where k is the
size of the largestclauseof F.

Note that we required m 5 c’n*/w for Lemma 6, and
5 n3/(t + tip)3logEn in the above calculation. Thus, we
obtain a 2’/2 bound if nz c min(c’n2/w,n3/(t + ~)~log”n).
When w = J-Tn/c’log n, thesetwo quantities are roughly
equal. Using t 5 w < tlogn, we obtain a lower bound of
2R(“s2~m*o~n)
when m > n3i210gE/2n and a lower bound of
p2(n/m3/310g1+yI) when m < n3j2 logEi n. Cl
nt

The following result is essentially due to Chvlital and
Szemeredi.

For nt > n3i2logEi n, the lower bound from Theorem 7
is very nearly tight but below this value it weakenssubstantially. In the next section, we consider the much more general class consisting of all resolution proofs. We give lower
boundsfor thesemore generalproofs that are actually larger
than those of Theorem 7 bounds for values of m near n, in
particular for ni < itr2/t1+.
5 General Resolution Lower Bounds
Let F be a Boolean formula. If F is unsatisfiable, define
res(F) to be the minimum number of clausesin a shortest
resolution refutation of F. If F is satisfiable,define res(F)
to be 00. The results of the previous section imply that for
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Proposition 9: Let s > 0 be an integer and F be a CNF formula. If propertiesA(s) and &(s) both hold for F, then F

hasno a.s/Zboundedproof.
Proof The result holds trivially if F is satisfiable, so assumethat F is unsatisfiableand let 4 be a resolution proof.

View T as a DAG and for each clause (vertex) of T, define sources(D)= sources@) to be the set of thoseclauses
of F that have a path to D. Define the boundary of a set
C of clauses, p(C) to be the set of variables that appear
in exactly one clause of C. It is easy to see that for nny
clauseD E T, D contains p(sources(D)). We will prove two
claims: (i) F satisfiesA(s) implies that thereis a clauseC E T
with s/2 < Isources(C)II: s. (ii) F satisfies BE(r) implies
that for any subset C of clausesof F with s/2 < ICI 5 s,

Ij3(C)l 2 e]CI, Applying (ii) with C = sources(C)where C
comesfrom (i), WCconclude that ICI > 13/2, asrequired.
To prove (i), we first note that if C is a setof clausessuch
that any subsetis l-sparse, then it is satisfiable. Indeed, the
apareitycondition is equivalent to the hypothesisof the Hall
theoremon systemsof distinct representativesand the conclusion of the theoremis that there is a one-to-onemapping
sendingeachclauseC E C to a variable vc E C. We can thus
ontisfy eachclauseC by appropriately fixing vc.
sources(h) is an unsatisfiableset of clauses(since A is
derived from it), so A(s) implies Isources( > s. Among’
clnuscsD E p with sources(D) > s choosea clause0’ with
]aources(D’)Iminimum. Considerthe two clausesCt , Cathat
hnve edgesinto D’; clearly (sources( 5 Isources( -fIsources
and henceone of Ct or C2satisfiesthe requiremcnt of C in (i).
To prove (ii), considera subsetof clausesC, andlet B, N
be the setsof boundary and nonboundaryvariables,respectively, Let k be the size of the largestclausein F. The sumof
the sizesof all the clausesis at most k] Cl and is also at least
lSl+2lNI=2]v(C)I-]BI,Hence]B]>2h~(C)]-klC].Since
s/2 < ]Cl 4 s, property Be(s) implies Iv(C)] >, (k+ &)IC(/2,
and hence]Ol> rr/2, Cl

We say that 9 satisfiesproperty g(b,M), for b,M > 0 if
for any clauseC of size at least b, the probability that G N G
does not subsumeC is at most l/M. We now formulate a
criterion for ies(F) to be large:
Proposition 11: Let F be a k-boundedformula. Let s,M >
1 and E > 0, and let G be a distribution over CNF formulas
that satisfiesg(&r/2,M). Then res(F) >
M x prC,si[F A G satisfiesboth A(s) and B,(s)].
Proof The conclusion follows immediately from the chain
of inequalities:
res(F)/M
2 prGN&?r~ is not &s/2 bounded]
1 Prc,.,g[F A G satisfiesboth A(s) and Be(s)].
The secondinequality is immediatefrom Proposition 9. For
the first inequality, if I is a proof of F of size res(F), it has
at most res(F) clausesof size at least &r/2, and by property
g(z3/2, M) the probability that G doesnot subsumeall such
clausesis at most res(F)/M. Cl
For distributions over formulas we have:
Theorem 12: Let F be a distribution over k-bounded formulas. Let s,M >_ 1 and E > 0 and supposethat g is a
distribution over formulas that satisfies g(&r/2,M). Then
PrF,+[res(F) < M/2]
5 2(l?r~,.,~,,~+[F A G doesnot satisfy A(s) ]
+ prFN~p+,s;[FA G doesnot satisfy BE(s)]).

5,2 The formula augmentation approach
We now give a simple proof of a weakeningof Theorem8:
Thcorcm 10: For eachy > 0, thereexists a constant9 such
that for all tn 2 n, if F N J?$then with probability 1 -o(l),
res(F) 2 2fi,ddd5+u,
The approachclosely resemblesthe random restriction
appronchin [BP96], with one big difference: insteadof applying a random restriction to F, we augmentF by adding
randomclauses.
WCsay that a clause C subsumesa clauseD if C C D.
Supposethat !/?is a proof of F and let FAG be an augmentation of F where G is a CNP formula. We can obtain
a proof of F A G, which we call !P[G, as follows: For each
clause D E !P, if there is a clause C in G such that C subsumesD, remove the part of the derivation that producedD
andreplnceD by C. Propagatethis simplification through the
root of the proof by (possibly) shortening clausesthat were
producedusing D,
Supposenow that F is a “suitably sparse”function that
has a “small” proof rP. If we apply a random augmentation
G from somesuitable distribution G, then, becausethe proof
la small, with high probability G will subsumeall “large
enough” clauses in !.? and hence pro will be a proof for
FAG with no large clauses.If F A G is suitably sparsewith
high probability, then we obtain a contradiction by applying
Proposition 9 to say that F A G has no such proof. This motivatcs what follows.
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Proof For a formula F, let p(F) denotethe sum of &[F A
G does not satisfy A(s)] and Prc[F A G does not satisfy
BE(s)]. By Proposition 11, res(F) > (1 - p(F))M. Thus
Pr&es(F) <M/2] 5 P~&I(F) > l/2] <2&@(F)], where
,?![+Idenotesexpectation. This last quantity is equal to the
right hand side of the claimed inequality. Cl
We apply this Theoremto the caseY = J$ by choosing
fIj = JF. Note that FAG - yY&. We fist want to arguethat
FAG satisfiesboth A(s) andB,(s) almostcertainly for some
suitables.
Lemma 13: For any E with 0 < E < 1 there is a constant
cE> 0 such that the following holds. Let F - E, where
m > n. Ifs 5 c&/m)2/(‘-‘)
then F satisfiesboth A(s) and
BE(s)with probability 1 - o( 1) in s.
This lemma is a special case of a lemma proved
in [BP96]. (Note also that Lemma 16 below strengthens
this.) Applying this lemma with m replaced by 2m we
conclude that for any E > 0 and for some constant be > 0,
if s 2 b,n(n/m) 2/( ‘4 then F A G satisfiesA(s) and k&(s)
with probability 1 - o( 1). Next, we want to determine as
large an M as possible so that G satisfiesg(&r/2,M). For

a clause C of size at least &s/2, there are S(=p) clauses
of size 3 that subsume C. If G N G, then the probability that none of its m clauses subsume C is at most
(1 - (U12)/(!$)m < 2-bcmr3/n3for some constant b,. Substituting s = bEn(n/m)2/(1-E), we have that, for sufficiently
small & G satisfiesg(&s/2,2de”t”~m)S+7E)
for someconstant
de. Hence with probability 1 - o(l), res(F) 2 2”(“(“/@+9
for any y > 0.
An Open Problem The upper bound on s in the statement of Lemma 13, as we show in proving the more general Lemma 16 below, is neededfor the analysisof property
BE(s). For property A(s), s 5 cn2/m suffices. As far as we
know, property BE(s)may also hold for somes = sZ(n2/m).
Showing this would improve the bound in Theorem 8 to
p-+3/4.

5.3 The Deletion Argument
In this subsection,we presentanothervariant of the BeamePitassiapproach,which leadsto the bound statedin Theorem
S. Their argumentusedrestrictions insteadof augmentation
to remove large clauses. Given a resolution proof 4 and a
restriction p, a resolution proof !P[,-,is obtainedby replacing
eachclauseC E T by C[, andthen, removing any clauseC[,
that is set to 1, and contracting to edgesall pathsin the proof
whose internal nodeshave in-degree 1. It is easy to verify
that if T is a resolution proof for F then fpr,, is a resolution
proof for Frp. Observethat a restriction p correspondsnaturally to an augmentationG with only unit clauses,and there
is a close correspondencebetweenthe proofs !qG and 5?[p.
If $ is a probability distribution over restrictions,we say
that !R-haspruperty R(b,M) for b,M > 0 if for any clauseC
on X of size at least b, Pr[p doesnot satisfy C] 5 l/M.
Theorem 14: Let !F be a distribution over k-bounded formulas. Let s, M 2 1 and E > 0 and supposethat TL is a
distribution over restrictions that satisfiesR(&s/2,M). Then
PrF,&es(F) < M/2]
< 2(PrF,.,F,,,-R[F [,, doesnot satisfy A(s) ]
+ PrFwF,,p-R[F[p doesnot satisfy BE(s)I).

done, Theorem 14 immediately implies that with probability 1 - o(l), res(F) 1 M/2. Now, for a fixed clause C and
for p N !&, a variable x that is in C is fixed by p to sntisfy C with probability t/2n so the probability that p doesn’t
satisfy a given clauseC is at most (1 - t/2rt)lcl 5 ~-l~l’/~~,
Thus, 5& satisfiesR(Es/~,~~‘/~“). Applying Theorem 14
givesthat for any y> 0, res(F) 1 2Rtn”2(n~m)5’2+y)
with probability 1 - c( 1) in n.
A major bottleneck in the Beame-Pitassiargumentis the
upper bound on the size t of the restriction neededto estend Lemma 13. Indeed,fort much larger than n/,/Z, there
is a substantialprobability that A(s) fails for F rp. For example, an easy computation shows that the probability FrP
has no empty clausesis e-0(mr3/n3)and since the presence
of an empty clause in F[,, violates A(s), we have that t =
o(n/m1/3). (Considering the effect of the unit clausescreatedby the restriction constrainst evenfurther).
To overcomethis limitation, we want to avoid the creation of clausesof size 0 or 1 in F [,-,.We do this by allowing
our restriction distribution to depend on F. Thus for each
formula F, we will specify a distribution R(F) over restrictions, tailored to F so as to avoid the creation of clausesof
size 0 or 1. This will complicate the argumentbecausewe
lose independenceboth between !F and p and also within p.
Before defining the restriction distributions, we give an easy
generalizationof Theorem 14 to handle this situation.
Theorem 15: Let $r be a distribution over formulas. Suppose that for each formula F, K(F) is a distribution over
restrictions and lets, M > 1 and E > 0. Then:
PrF,g[res(F)

5

<M/2]

2 x (Pr~~~,pNR[F[p doesnot satisfy A(s) ]
+ Pr~~~,,p-~[F[p doesnot satisfy &(s) I)
+ PrF*g[!R(F) doesnot satisfy R(&s/2,M)]

Instead of proving our lower bound with respectto the
distribution Fz, we will prove it for the distribution T’(p)
with p = m/S (3. As noted earlier, lower bounds on res(F)
for the latter distribution imply essentially the samelower
boundsfor the former.
We now define the restriction distributions. First, we associateto a formula F a graphJ?(F) on vertex setX with two
variablesjoined by an edgeif there is a clauseof F that contains them both. We refer to the set of variables adjacentto
x E X as the F-neighbors of x and the number of such variables as the F-degree of x. Given a 3-CNP formula F on 11
variables,and t, U E [O,n] we define the distribution KY(F)
over random restrictions as follows: First, choosea rcstriction pbinom N Rt. Then, deleteany assignmentpb”if’nrmakes
to variableswith more than U F-neighbors, obtaining a restriction psma”.Finally, delete any assignmentpsnUdlmakes
to a variable that has any F-neighbor assigneda value by
p-l’. Then p N R?(F) is the resulting restriction.

While not statedexplicitly in [BP!361this theorem captures the essenceof their approach. We now sketch its application to lower bounding res(F) for F - 9$. Let !& denote the distribution over restrictions where we first choose
v(p) 2 X by selectingeachvariable independentlywith probability t/n and then set the selectedvariables uniformly at
random. Applying Theorem 14 involves two steps.The first
stepis a generalizationof Lemma 13 which showsthat A(s)
and BE(s) also hold almost certainly for F[,, for F - z,
p N !&, and t ,< fi(n/m)1/2+s.
The secondstep is to determine as large an M as possible such that the distribution
R.t satisfiesR(&s/2,M), where s and t are the largest numbers for which the previous lemma applies. Once this is
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TO apply Theorem 15 we upper bound, as a function of
11,111,
s, e, t, U, M, the three probabilities that occur on the
right hand side, and chooses, t, U, A4so that all threeprobabilities arc o( 1). The crux of the argumentis containedin
threemain Icmmas,The first of theselemmasupper bounds
the probability that FrP fails to satisfy A(s) and BE(S).

Lcmmo 16: Let F N F’Q) and p N $,7(F).
1. There is a constantCc such that if s,t < C-&/m) ‘then,
with probability 1 - o( 1) in s, F [a satisfiesA(s).
2, For any e with 0 < e < 1 there is a constantcE> 0 such
that if s,t < c&~/rn)~/(r’~), with probability 1 - o( 1)
as a function of s, F [a satisfiesproperty BE(s).
Next we upper bound the probability with respectto F
that #(F)
fails to satisfy R(rr/2,M), by showing that for
most F, and for any clause C of size &r/2, if p N KY(F),
then p satisfiesC with high probability. This reduceseasily
to showing that Iv(p) tl v(C)1 is large as follows. Say that
II distribution $ is fair if when conditioned on the set of
variablesassigned,it is uniform over the set of assignments
lo thosevariables,Note that the distributions Ry(F) arefair.
For any clauseC, conditioned on Iv(C) nv(p)l 2 IV, a fairly
distributed p fails to satisfy C with probability at most 2-w.
Say that !#(F) satisfiesR*(b,w) if for any B E X of
size nt leastb, and for p N Ry(F), the probability that p fixes
fewer than IYvariablesof B is at most2+‘. A fair distribution
thnt satisfiesR*(b,w) is easily seento satisfy R(b,2W-1).
almost certainly satisfies
So we will show that #(F)
R*(b, w) for someappropriateb, w.

Uhg a simple analysis as in [BP96], one can show that
!& has property X*(b, w), where w is Cbt/n for someconstant C. We would like a similar result for LX.:(F), and to
do this WCmust show that not too many of the variables of
B ftxcd by p~“r”“’ are unset in going to p. One crude way
to do this is to show that with high probability at most w/2
variablesoverall are unset,and this can be done by suitably
constraining f. Completing this analysis leads to a bound
matching the one obtainedin section5.2.
To obtain the bound of Theorem 8 a subtler argumentis
necessary- one that takesadvantageof the fact that for each
D we only care about the way the deleted variable assignments occur in B. WCfirst give a rough sketch. Basedon
F nnd a fixed set B, we classify the variablesof F-degree at
most CJas bnd or good, where a bad variable is one which,
could causemany assignedvariables
if assignedby pb’JJont,
inside B to be unset, The setsof bad and good variablesare
denotedBu&(B) and Go&(B).
We prove that a random
F satisfiescertain structural properties: not many variables
haveF-degree greaterthan I/ and for everyB, not manyvariablesare in Bad&I). For fixed F satisfying theseproperties
nnd any 13, we show that, with exponentially small failure
probability, the number of variables of B tl Coo&(B) having no bad neighbors that are set by pbinomis at least IBj/4.

Conditioning on this, we can show that, with exponentially
small failure probability, a constantfraction of the variables
.of B tl Coo&(B) that are set by pbiM” remain set in p. This
is enoughto concludethat R*(b,w) is satisfied.
We now define the structural conditions on the formula
F, and show that, for suitable values of the relevant parameters, any formula F that satisfiestheseconditions satisfies

R*(b,w). We need somedefinitions. We say that a variable
is large if its F-degree is more than U and is small otherwise. For a subsetB of variables we define a set of variables
B&(B) to consist of all small variablesx such that either
(i) x #B andx hasat least2 F-neighbors in B, or
(ii) x E B andx hasat least48 F-neighbors in B.
Any small variable x not in B&(B) is in Goocl~(B). We
introduce threeparameterizedpropertiesthat may hold for a
formula F:
Fl(b, U): There are at most b/4 large variables.
F2(b): For all setsB of size b, B contains at most
b/4 variablesin B&(B).
l3(b,C): For all setsB of size b, X \ B contains at
most Cb variablesin B&F(B).

Lemma 17: For any constant C > 0 we can choose constants p,p > 0 so that the following holds. If 12,b, f, U are
positive integers satisfying b,t < /3n/U and F is a formula
satisfying Fl(b,U), F2(b) and J?3(b,C), then R:(F) satisfies R*(b,pbf) and hencealso R(b,2pb+‘).
Lemma 18: Let M 1 n and F N P(p)

where p = m/8(;).

1. For some constant Cr > 0, if b < n/2 and U >
Cl (m/n)log(n/b) then F satisfiesFl(b, U) with probability at least 1 - o( 1) in b.
2. If b < n(n/m)2/20, then F satisfiesF2(b) with probability 1 - Q(1) in b.
3. If a3 > 0, Cs(es) is sufficiently large and t&(e3) > 0 is
sufficiently small, then for b < cqn(n/m)2+E3, F satisfies M(b, C3) with probability 1 - o( 1) in b.
We can put this all together to prove Theorem 8. Given
y E (0, l), set e = y/2. Let n,m 2 0 be given, and set t =
s = h,n(n/m)2sv2, where hE is suitably small (depending
only on e). Set b = ES/~ and U = Cln/mlog(n/b) where
Ct is suitably large. We apply Theorem 15 for F”(p) andrestriction distributions R:(F). By Lemma 16, the probability
that FrP fails to satisfy A(s) and B,(S) is o( 1) as a function
of s. For the given parameters,F satisfiesFl(b,U), E(b),
F3(b, Ca)for somesuitably large C3 with probability 1- o( 1)
by Lemma 18. By Lemma 17 KY(F) satisfiesR*(b,pt/n)
and henceR(b,2mln - 1) where p is a suitably small constant. Thus, for suitably small q and for M = 219qn(nlm)4+y,
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all threetermson the right hand side of the inequality in Theorem 15 are o( 1). Theorem 8 follows.
So it remains to prove the lemmas. Due to spaceconsiderations,we omit the proof of Lemma 18, noting that the
proof is a generallystraightforwardexercisein combinatorial
probability.
Proof of Lemma 16 We may view our probability space
as the set of pairs (F, pbimm)where F is chosenaccording
to F”(p) and pbinomis chosenindependentof F from R,;
note that p is determinedby (F, pbimm). We will condition
on v(pbi”“) = Y for fixed Y s X, which does not bias the
distribution of F. By standardChemoff-Hoeffding bounds,
Pr[lv(pbimm)I> Zt] = e-@@which is o( 1) in n. Thus it suffices to show that for any fixed Y with IYI 2 2t, the probabilities over !Fn(p) that F rp fails to satisfy A(s) andZ&(s) with
theseparameters,conditioned on v(pbinum)= Y, is o( 1).
For integersr, q, let Q(r, q) denotethe probability (conditioned on v(pbjnom)= Y) that thereexistsa setS of r variables
that contains at least q clausesof F rr,. Note that the probability that A(s) doesnot hold for FrP is at most CL2 Q(r, r-k
1) and the probability that B,(s) does not hold is at most
I&,-Q Q(r,or> where0 = 2/(3 + &). We will upperbound
theseprobabilities by upper bounding Q(r,q).
Let S C X with ISI = r. In order for a clauseC of F to
be containedin S after p is applied, it is necessarythat either
all of its variablesare in S or two of its variablesare in S and
one is in Y and p setsthat variable to the value that doesnot
satisfy C. Let N denotethe number of suchcIauses;triviahy
N < S(i) +41YI(i) 5 S(j) + St({). The distribution of the
numberof clausesthat are containedin S is then given by the
binomial distribution, B(N, p). The probability that at leastq
clausesof F are containedin S after p is applied is bounded
aboveby:

To upper bound the probability that Fr,-, doesnot satisfy
Z&(s),we first upperbound Q(r, or) for s/2 < r 5 s:

=

s

(ne)Wlmr(t + r) a’
dun3
(
)
C4mr”‘lb(r + t) ar

< 2-O’

n3-l/o

for appropriateconstantC4, provided that
C4mr1-1~u(rf t)
n3-I/U

1
s 5’

For Q = 2/(3 + E) this is satisfied if both s and t are at
most cEn- (fi)2/(1-E), for some constant ce. Now the total
failure probtbility for property BE(s) is at most c&z 2-c’
which is clearly o( 1) for non-constants and Part 2 is proved.
cl
Proof of Lemma 17 Fix F satisfying Fl (b, U),F2@) and
F3(b,C) and fix B E X of size b. We need to show that for
s0rneZ.f> 0, Pr[lB fl v(p)1 5 pnzbt/nJ 5 2-pbr/1a,
Let S c X be the set of smaI1variables, i.e. those having at most U F-neighbors. For the variables .YE S, s E
v(p”“““) independently with probability t n and for s $ S,
II), s will be in p
x $ v(p”*“). Also, given that x E v(psma
if and only if none its at most U F-neighbors is in psnml’.
Thus if x E S, Pr[x E v(p)] 1 i( 1 - %) 1 &, where the last
inequality requiresp ,< l/2.
ByFl(b,U), IBM] > 3b/4 soEI]v(p)nB]] 2 $$. If the
eventsx E v(p) were independentfor x E B tl S, or if B f7S
had a large (constantfraction) subsetthat was independent,
we could use binomial tail bounds to reach the desiredconclusion. Now, for a subsetI of S, it is easy to see that for
x E I, the eventsx E v(p) will be independentif and only if
no hvo variables of 2 are F-neighbors and no two variables
in I sharethe sameF-neighbor. In other words, I is an independentset of vertices with respect to the graph P2(F),
where two vertices are adjacentif they are within distance
2 in T(F). In general, unfortunately, there will not exist a
large enough subsetof independentvariabblesin B tl S. To
overcomethis problem, we will only consider variables in
B tl Go&(B) (which is contained in B tl s> and condition
on the choice of piyd$Bj, i.e., the projection of ps”dl on the
variablesof B&(B).
Let J E B n Go&(B) be the set of variables in B n
Good@?) that have no F-neighbor in ~(p~~~~~~), By
definition, variables in .? do not share any F-neighbors in
GO&F(B) \ B. Thus, conditioned on the choice of p$~$to),
the only dependenceforx,y E J, betweenthe eventss E v(p)
andy E v(p) occursif x andy areF-neighbors or if they share
a commonF-neighbor in Bn Go&(B). Let P(F,B) denote

for some constant Ct > 0. Since the number of r element
subsetsof X is (:) < (en/r)‘, we conclude

As noted above, the probability that A(s) does not hoId
is at most cse2 Q(r, r-i- 1). For r < s we have:

for constantsCa,C3 > 0, provided that s,t 5 C$Z~, for some
appropriately chosenconstant G > 0. Thus the probability
that FrP doesnot satisfy A(s) is at most i XL2 r/2’ < 3/2n
which is cIearIy o( 1). This provespart 1.
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the graph induced by r(F) on Brl Go&(B). It follows that
if I C J is an independentset in the graph (r)2(F,B), then
the eventsx c v(p) for x E I are indeedindependentrandom
variables (with respectto this conditional distribution). We
now maketwo claims:
(i) The subgraphof (p)2 induced on the setJ hasmaximum
degreeless than 2500, and
(ii) Pr[(Jj < b/4] 5 2’1t/n,
Assuming theseclaims, we finish the proof. The probability that 1Bt-lv(p)1 <@t/n is at most

P’p;yt$)
[PI< WI
+ p’p;$$@)
P fl dP)l5 /wn I VI 2 WI
The first probability is at most 2-btln by the secondclaim.
To bound the secondprobability, fix J with IJI 2 b/4. The
choice of p$$Fo is independentof J since it is independent of p$$$,, It is well known that a graphwith v vertices
and maximum degreeA has an independentset I of size at
Icaatv/(A+ 1) (e.g., constructI by a sequentialgreedyalgorithm), So there is an independentI of (p)2 of size at least
lr/lOOOO,Conditioned on IJI 2 b/4, the eventsx E v(p) for
x E I is n set of mutually independentrandomvariableswith
Pr[x E v(p)] 1 $p so the expectationof their sum is at least
bt/Z!OOOOrt,Using binomial tail bounds, if p < l/80000,
the conditional probability that lZnv(p)l < $bt/n is at most
2-j’t’/“‘1. Thus Pr[lBfl v(p)1 5 @t/n] is at most2-yb’l”-t +
2”“1i1r 4 2-pbtfrras required,
It remainsto prove the two claims.
For the first claim, fix a variable x E Brl Goody; we
bound the number of (p)2-neighbors of x in Bn Go&(B).
By definition, there are at most 48 F-neighbors of x in
B fl Goo&(B), and each has at most 47 F-neighbors in
other than x, giving an upper bound of
an Go&(B)
(48)2 < 2500 on the number of (f”)2-neighbors of x inside
B n Go&(B).

For the secondclaim, note that IJI 1 IBnGoodP(B)I -N,
where N is the total number of F-neighbors of v(p~!$l).
Now Fl(b,II) and F2(b) imply that IEn Goo&(B)I 2 b2’ b/4 = b/2, Since eachvariable in &d&3) hasat most U
F-neighbors, INI 5 U Iv(p~$&$l. Thus IJI < b/4 implies
that Iv(p~$$,)l>
b/(411), so it sufficesto upper bound the
probability of the latter event. Now Iv(pi!$sl)l is a sum
of independentBernoulli random variableswith probability
t/n, By P2(b) and F3(b,C), IBudp(B)I 5 (C-I- l/4)& and so
by binomial tail estimateswe have
l

Pr[lv(p$$,!col)I > b/(4U)] 5 (8e(C+ 1/4)Ur/n)bl(4Ul.
Using t 2 ptt/U and assumingj3is small enough(depending
only on C), this is at most (Se(C+ l/4)p)b’/49” 5 2-bfln.
This provesthe claim and the lemma. Cl
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